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There was once a girl named Kate. Her teeth were nice and shiny. And in her mouth, was a land called Tooth-land.
In Tooth-land there were all sorts of teeth—a robber, a mayor, a doctor, a teethcher, a cleaner, and a shushlarian.
There was also a tooth named Toothless that didn’t have a role of his own. So he sat on his bed.

And cried.
One day Kate's friend May said, "I love candies because they are so sweet, and they make me fit because I am so hyper."
When Kate went to see the dentist she got a candy. She usually throws it away, but that day she ate it.

That is how the problem started. Now Kate got into the habit of eating candies.

She gobbled one handful after the other and she couldn’t stop, no matter what. She never brushed her teeth after eating the candies.
That is how the big bad monster came in Toothland. The big bad monster made aliens. And the aliens could poison everyone else.
On the news when Toothless found out what happened he said, “I got to do something.”
His mom and dad finally told him that he had superpowers. He knew he could save the day. And he could fly.
But he remembered he had to bring some toothpaste, water, toothbrush, floss and he cleaned every tooth in Tooth-land one by one.
Since there was no king, and Tooth-land still looked liked it could be in danger, Toothless was crowned the new king. And now his name is King Toothless Super Hero.
King Toothless passed this law:

Brush your teeth twice a day
Or you will be sorry and you will pay
If you don’t pay, then I have to say
I will just have to send you away!!

Moral of the story: Everyone in this world has a place and a role no matter what.